
Student Guide

This belongs to:
_________________________________



You are invited to put your skills to the test in the 
Workplace Live! arena

Inside the arena, you will find a wide range of real
workplace challenges hosted by expert Business
Mentors. You will be supported to pre-plan which
challenges you attempt based on your strengths,

interests and future goals. 
 

Every student will get at least 30 minutes inside the
arena and you will need to collect at least 3 challenge

stamps from the experts you visit.
 

At the end of the day, we will ask our experts:
 which students impressed them the most? 
These students will be crowned our ‘Sector

Champions’ and will win a Workplace Live! goody bag.

What Is Workplace Live!?



The Arena

Many more exhibitors
listed in your

student guide!



Using This Guide...
Here, you wil find all the information you need

about the different challenges that will be
hosted by our expert mentors inside the

Workplace Live! arena

Read the challenge profiles
carefully and make a note of
the number and company
name of the challenges you
would like to try on the day.

You will need to log these on
your Workplace Live! Plan on

the next page. 
 

Tip! when choosing your challenges, think carefully
about ones which match your skills, interests and

your potential options choices!



My Workplace Live! Plan

STAMP HERE

STAMP HERE

STAMP HERE

Once you have taken a good look at the challenges
which are on offer in the workplace live arena. You

can plan the 3 you would like to visit here:

Tip! Remember to collect your stamps on this page
as you complete your challenges!

No:                  Name:    

No:                  Name:    

No:                  Name:    



RIDGEVIEW
VINEYARD

Could You Be A Winemaker?
 

Put your nose to the test in our
sensory challenge! Do you have

what it takes to compose an
award winning wine? We do!

This is your chance to learn from
the experts...

 
 

NO. 1
No Alcohol

In This Challenge!



NO. 2 BAYER
PHARMACEUTICAL

See like a bee!
Q) What links scientists in the
field with scientists in the lab? 

A) Observation!
Test your observation, as well as

data collecting skills and learn
more about scientific research

here!
 



NO. 3 THE GRAND HOTEL

A Taste Of The Grand...
 

 Try our very own Grand Blind Taste
Test…Can you pick out and describe

the textures and flavours? Let us
tempt your taste buds about a

career in catering and hospitality
and learn about all the exciting

opportunities our industry has to
offer.

 



NO. 4 BRIGHTEC

Why did the robot complete
the course? 

He was programmed to do it.
 

Our Robots are feeling a bit rusty.
We need your programming skills
to tell them how to complete this

challenge. 
 
 



NO. 5 ADUR AND
WORTHING COUNCIL

Making Communities
Safer! 

 

In this challenge you will work with
your local council to make your area

safer. Colour code the maps (red,
green and amber) for your chance

to make a difference in your
community. 

 
 



NO. 6 LANGUAGE NUT

The Language of Coding
 

Learn how to code our
language app and control

what our users see on their
screen. A fun challenge where

tech and Language meets!
 
 



NO. 7 ABC TRANSLATION

World Of Words
 

Put your language recognition skills
to the test in our two audio

challenges:
What’s the language? and 

What’s the meaning?
Learn about the many different roles

a translator can have!

 
 



NO. 8 FOCUS GROUP

Connecting
Communities

 

Can you demonstrate problem
solving and keep everyone
connected? Build your own

telecoms system in this hands
on challenge.

 
 



NO. 9 STRATA
PARTNERSHIP

The Most Important 
Skill Of All...

 

This simple exercise is designed
to test your active listening skills -
the most essential for all areas of

business.
This exercise is fun and creates

a great deal of laughter. 

 
 



NO. 10 SHOREHAM PORT

Sustainability at the Port
 

 Discover how to plant
wildflower seeds which will be

yours to keep! as you learn
about the importance of these
local flower species and how

we integrate them at the port.



NO. 11 SHOREHAM PORT
COMMUNICATIONS

A Career In
communications?

 

Our flashcard game tests whether
you have the skills for a career in

Communications and Marketing, from
storytelling to psychology, design, and

social media. Do you have what it
takes?



NO. 12 CCS INSIGHT

Interview A Tech Superstar!
 

A challenge where tech, research
and journalism collide! Get under

the skin of their company
operations by planning engaging
questions, then deliver a press

quote. Find out if you have what it
takes to be a global industry

analyst.



NO. 13 SEASIDE CREATIVE

Social Media Takeover!
 

Your chance to take over the
Work Experience Live! social

media feed as we give you the
skills you need to engage and

grow your following.
 
 



NO. 14 ALLERGY THERAPUTICS

See A Rainbow In A Leaf!
 

 All leaves contain coloured
pigments - see all these pigments

at once by performing a fun
science experiment.

Once you’re done, we’ll show you
how to extract DNA from a

strawberry!
 
 



NO. 15 ME LEARNING

Earning and Learning
 

An engaging, interactive
experience that demonstrates
how different skills and careers
can thrive in in our digital world.
How can we keep learning as we

move through our careers?
 
 



NO. 16 TRAVEL BOUND

Location, Location,
Location!

 

Can you Identify famous
landmarks from across the

world? Demonstrate your world
knowledge and learn what it

takes to become a travel expert.



NO. 17 NHS
FOUNDATION TRUST

A Patient's Jouney...
 

Travel along the interactive
timeline of a NHS patient's

journey. Who are the different
people involved in their care?

Can YOU piece our patient
back together?



NO. 18 PLUMPTON
COLLEGE

More Than You Think...
 

Do you know your blacksmiths
from your engineers, your

conservationists from your florists?
Challenge your perceptions and

explore pathways into some
amazing jobs based outside the

office environment!



What did you enjoy most about this challenge? __________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Which skills do you think are most commonly used in this mentors sector?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Do these skills match your own strengths? Yes/No (Circle)

Reflecting On 
Workplace Live!

Reflecting on challenge 1 Write Company Name Here

Reflecting on challenge 2 Write Company Name Here

Reflecting on challenge 3 Write Company Name Here

What did you enjoy most about this challenge? __________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Which skills do you think are most commonly used in this mentors sector?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Do these skills match your own strengths? Yes/No (Circle)

What did you enjoy most about this challenge? __________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Which skills do you think are most commonly used in this mentors sector?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Do these skills match your own strengths? Yes/No (Circle)



Reflecting On 
Workplace Live!

The challenge I enjoyed most was... Write Company Name Here

Do your research...
If you are completing this part in Mentor Time, be sure to
ask your Mentor if they are happy for you to use your
phone. They may also be able to help you look up any
questions you are unsure of.

Is it a local company? YES/NO
 

If NO, where is it based?_____________________________________

Is it a large (over 100 employees) or small employer?
_______________________________________________________________

What kinds of roles do their employees have? 
_______________________________________________________________

Do they offer any roles you would like to know more about?
_______________________________________________________________

Tip! search the sector or role you are interested in
at:https://www.prospects.ac.uk/job-profiles to find out how
you can get there!


